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”
“ Reinforcement vs. 

Bribery

Objectives: 
1- Define each term
2- Determine the differences between the two terms
3- Determine which term is at play in scenarios 



Is it bribery or reinforcement? 

u An age-old question that is a valid question. 
u Basically, it comes down to timing. 

u If you said to your son/daughter "today if we play nicely with each other at 
the park, we will go to get an ice cream afterwards"...that would be 
considered positive reinforcement (if it increased the desired behavior in the 
future). 

u However, if you waited until your kids were fighting at the park and then said, 
"if you calm down and stop fighting, we can get ice cream" ...that would be 
considered bribery (because the challenging behavior is dictating the 
reward).



Scenarios (bribery or reinforcement?)

u Fishing: 
u A fisher casts his rod into a lake, and he catches a fish….. Is that 

bribery?
u Dog: 

u Plays with a  “dog puzzle” toy and gets a treat after he uses his 
nose to manipulate the toy… is that bribery?

u You work hard at your job for a total of 80 hours over a 2-week 
period. At the end of that 2-week period, you receive a 
paycheck….Is that bribery?



Of course not!

uSo, what is it then? 
uWell, reinforcement, of course!

u The behaviors (fishing, solving puzzle, and working) 
were rewarded by the outcome that they produced. 

u The behavior produced a reward (“reinforcer”).



Here is the breakdown by scenario:

u Remembering that “reinforce” means that a behavior is 
made more likely…
uCatching fish on hook –> reinforced the fishing behaviors 

(casting, reeling)
uReceiving tasty treat –> reinforced the puzzle solving behaviors 

(using paws and nose)
uReceiving paycheck –> reinforced the hard-working behaviors



I know what you’re thinking…

u What do these things have to do with ABA if these are things that 
occur without “directly implementing” ABA?

u Principles of behavior are always affecting behavior, whether or not
a person is aware. 
u Think about this example-Aerodynamics is always affecting everything 

around us, even if you aren’t thinking about it or don’t know how it 
works. 

u The same is true for behavioral principles. 



Let’s look at another example 
(contrived contingency) 

u If a typically developing student in a classroom has consistently exhibited an ability to do 
math problems correctly, yet is refusing to do math work by screaming, a contrived 
outcome might help to make the child do more work.

u Let’s say the child’s favorite’s thing to do at school is color/draw. The child could be 
taught when math work has been completed, then coloring/drawing for 3 minutes is 
allowed.

u Is this bribery?
u No.

u This is teaching a contingency of reinforcement: do A (math work) to get B (coloring).



Same idea but let’s change the 
order….

u This time… the student is told to do math work and starts 
screaming that he’s not going to do it.

u After the student refused by screaming, the teacher told 
him that he could color if he did his math work.

u Is this bribery? Yes, it is bribery
u The unwanted behavior produced a good outcome for the 

child. The teacher only offered the coloring to get the child 
to stop screaming and do his math work.



What’s the difference?

u Teaching a reinforcement contingency can be looked at as proactive strategy 
in the case of unwanted behaviors. 

u Instead of waiting for the unwanted behaviors to happen (in this example, 
screaming and not doing work), the teacher could have stated the outcome of 
doing his work before telling him to do it.

u For example, “Billy, we are going to do math and then you are going to 
have coloring time.” These types of contingencies are often referred to as “first, 
then” (e.g., first math work, then coloring time- aka Premack Principle). 



Bribery is problematic because…..

u It makes the individual’s desired outcome a result of the 
unwanted problem behavior.

u In the second example with Billy, coloring was offered 
because he began to scream/refuse work.

u Instead (we should) teach Billy that the wanted behavior (i.e.
doing math work) will lead to what he likes (i.e. to color)
uBribery instead teaches him that if he does the unwanted 

behavior (screams/refuses), then he gets what he likes (to color).



Let’s Recap!

Bribery = Before behavior

u Bribery is when you give the child 
something BEFORE the desirable 
behavior occurs. 
u Bribery is when you give the child 

what they want first, and then the 
child will promise to behave.

u Or when you promise something if 
a child stops engaging in a 
behavior

u This usually doesn’t work 

Reinforcement = contingent

u Positive reinforcement is something 
that is given to the child contingent 
upon appropriate behavior.

u The difference between bribery and 
reinforcement is that with bribery the 
reinforcer comes before the child has 
engaged in appropriate behavior, 
and with positive reinforcement, the 
reinforcer comes after the child has 
engaged in the appropriate 
behavior.



ABA= Autism Behavior 
Analysis
(AUTISM ONLY SERVICES)



ABA is NOT…

u Applied Behavior Analysis is NOT Autism 
Behavior Analysis – the field of applied 
behavior analysis is wide and varied.  

u The following is a partial list of areas in which 
behavior analytic principles have been 
effectively applied.



Behavior Analysis
Applied Behavior Analysis

Wellness/Health      Addiction  Behavioral Classroom     Clinical Organizational Autism  

Intervention Gerontology Management Behavior Behavior           Intervention 

Analysis Management

and others…



Areas of Special Interest within the 
field of ABA

u More than 30 special interest groups are listed 
on the “Association for Behavior Analysis 
International’s” website 
(www.abainternational.org)
u Autism

u Self-Injurious Behavior

u Developmental Disabilities

u Infant Assessment

u Gerontology

u Organizational Performance Management

u Training and Instructional Design

u Behavioral Safety

u The Experimental Analysis of Behavior (Basic 
Research) Brain Injuries

u Human Operant Research

u Animal and Pet Training

u Verbal Behavior

u Behavior Pharmacology

u Behavior Toxicology

u Computer Modeling of Behavior and Artificial 
Intelligence Agents

u Decision Support Systems

http://www.abainternational.org/


MYTH: Reinforcement 
only occurs when we 
target the use of this 
contingency



Principles of Human Behavior

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Stimulus Control Response Reinforcement
Motivating Operations Punishment

Extinction



Reinforcement

u Happens after a behavior;

u making that behavior more likely to occur again in similar situations. 

u Most important principle

u Basis for most of our behavior change programs

u Strengthens behavior 
u Reinforcing consequence can be something added (positive) or taken away (negative) 



u What determines if reinforcement is occurring?
-The actual effect on behavior – does the behavior 

occur more often in the future?
u What does not determine reinforcement?

-The intended effect -does not determine if 
reinforcement occurred



u Ex.  A child is screaming because he was told he could not have a candy bar.  We “intend” to stop 
the screaming by giving the child a candy bar. The screaming might  end at that moment; however, 
we probably just increased the likelihood that the child will scream again in the future when he is 
denied a candy bar.  

Antecedent Behavior Consequence Future rate??
“NO”

u Reinforcement has to do with the future likelihood of behavior.  When behaviors are maintained or  
increase, reinforcement is occurring regardless of what we intended to happen.

u Future “motivation for a candy bar” – what is the child likely to do if denied?

u Future “motivation for a candy bar” – what is the child likely to do?



Other factors that do not determine if 
reinforcement has occurred?

u Emotions, 
u Health benefits, 
u Legal issues
u Moral issues 

u Ex.  Many powerful reinforcers are unhealthy (high fat foods), illegal (street drugs) and/or  seen as 
immoral.

u “Socially appropriate vs. inappropriate” 
u Ex. Inappropriate behaviors can be inadvertently reinforced: if adult attention is maintaining the 

student’s kicking, verbal reprimands (fussing) may be an attempt to stop the kicking but if kicking 
is maintained by attention, reprimanding may be reinforcing the kicking.



Guidelines for Reinforcement 
(Adapted from “A Work in Progress” by Ron Leaf &John McEachin, 
1999).

u “Reinforcers” should be reinforcing – not what we think someone should like, but will the student 
work to earn it?  We need to continually monitor whether an item is reinforcing.

u Reinforcement should be contingent – only made available when the target behavior occurs.  Be 
careful that access is limited, free access can diminish the power of a reinforcer.

u Use a variety of reinforcers – reduces the likelihood your child will become satiated (tired/full) and 
will give you options to use for differential reinforcement.  Save the most powerful reinforcers for 
the most important behaviors.

u Pair social consequences  with known reinforcers – even if smiles and  praise are not reinforcers, 
by pairing social praise with known reinforcers, you can develop praise as a reinforcer, which is the 
principal reward often used in natural settings 



Guidelines for Reinforcement

u Continuously develop and identify reinforcers - always be on the lookout for items your child might find enjoyable.  
By pairing novel items/activities with known reinforcers, you can expand the number of reinforcers for your child.

u Use age-appropriate reinforcers as much as possible – increases peer acceptance, also less evident your child is 
receiving reinforcement.  Initial intervention reinforcers may not be age-typical.

u Unpredictability and novelty can greatly enhance reinforcement – simply changing the presentation may result in 
new reinforcers.  Be creative!

u For skills in acquisition – reinforce immediately.  Reinforcement is most effective when it occurs within ½ of a 
second following the behavior.  This provides the strongest association between the behavior and the reinforcer. 
Immediate reinforcement also reduces the likelihood that you will inadvertently reinforce some other behavior.



Guidelines for Reinforcement

u Reinforcement should be faded over time- gradual and systematic fading of the frequency, 
type and size of reinforcers should occur as skills are acquired. Thinning the schedule and using 
practical and natural reinforcers.  If problems develop, it   may be necessary to temporarily 
increase the frequency of reinforcement.

u In early teaching, label the behavior – use descriptive, behavior specific praise will help your 
child understand the behavior that is being reinforced.  “I like the way you…….”

u Use differential reinforcement- this is critical
Definition – Different behaviors have different reinforcers (example: unprompted behavior 

results in maximal reinforcement such as extensive enthusiastic praise and other reinforcers, 
prompted behavior results in reduced reinforcement such as brief praise, and incorrect 
behavior results in minimal attention)



Summary Considerations

D.I.S.C.
u Deprivation-limit access to highly preferred items;- the longer a student has been without a 

preferred item, the more valuable it is likely to be, increasing the odds the student will “work” for 
access.

u Contingency-deliver highly preferred items only as a result of desired behavior

u Immediacy-when teaching new skills, or difficult skills, try to deliver reinforcers within  1/2 second 
of the target behavior.  You will increase the chances you are reinforcing the target behavior 
and not some other behavior that might occur right after the target behavior.

u Size- fair and differential – use differential reinforcement, try to have the reward “match “ the 
effort and try to have the amount “fair.”
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